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Introduction 

The basin’s topography and land cover data is transferred to MESH through the drainage database file. 

Currently one needs to go through three steps to produce a drainage database file.  The first two steps, 

generating a watershed file and a watershed map file, are supported by the GIS based pre and post 

processor which is known as EnSim or the Green Kenue. The third step which transforms the watershed 

map file into a drainage database file is supported by a program called bsn.exe.  

This note outlines the steps followed in preparing the watershed file for the SSRB basin. Once the 

watershed file is ready in the EnSim workspace then the land cover data will be imported to produce the 

watershed map file which then will be converted to a drainage database file using the bsn.exe program. 

SSRB basin boundary and stream network 

The first important information that needs to be set is the basin’s extent or the basin’s boundary and 

the basin’s stream network. Given a digital elevation data and an outlet point, there are many GIS-based 

algorithms that can be used to generate the stream network and delinate the boundary of the 

watershed that drains to the specified outlet. EnSim consists of the AT_search and Jenson algorthims. 

The accuracy of the boundary delination, however, is highly dependant on the resolution of the digital 

elevation data and different algorithms can produce different boundaries. The optimal approach is to 

force the basin delination and stream generation processes with predefined channels and predefined 

basin boundaries. Basin boundaries and stream networks over the whole Canada are available from the 

Geogratis website and can be downloaded for free. The SSRB basin boundary is obtained from the PFRA. 

The basis for the SSRB DEM was the 1:50 NTS map sheets. The map sheets can be downloaded from the 

GeoBase website. The map sheets can be merged together either in EnSim or ArcGIS. DEM downloading 

and merging procedures are being documented for a small subbasin inside SSRB. The size of the 

mapsheets that constitute the whole SSRB is greater than 1GB and it was not possible to process it using 

EnSim. Hence, they were mosaiced in PCI  and re-sampled to 9 arc second . The US portion was added, 

re-projected and re-sampled to the same 9 arc second.   

The channel boundary and stream network produced by EnSim is not consistent with the PFRA boundary 

and the 1:1000K drainage network from V5 Geogratis. The most striking result is that the basin 

boundary produced by EnSim extends to the right of the Diefenbaker Lake (shown in the figure below) 

whereas the actual boundary extends up.  

 

 

 



  

 

  

 

Two steps were needed to enhance the EnSim watershed generating process: 

1) The PFRA boundary is used to clip the DEM (figure shown below) so that the portion of the DEM 

outside the boundary is not going to be considered in EnSim. Previously the DEM elevation 

along the PFRA boundary was raised by 5 m to limit the basin within the PFRA boundary. This, 

however, results in high slops at all points of the boundary. 

 

 



 

 

 

2) V5 geogratis networks were similarily clipped using the PFRA boundary, cleaned to remove the 

stream that extends to the left of the Diefenbaker Lake and streams that are not connected to 

the network. The clipped and cleaned stream networks shown in the above figure were used in 

EnSim as predefined channels. 

The two additional steps described helped to produce a boundary which approximately followed the 

PFRA boundary (shown below). 

 

 

 

______ PFRA boundary 

______ EnSim boundary 


